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Abstract
Background and Objectives
Rareﬁcation of the retinal vasculature as measured by optical coherence tomography angiography (OCT-A) is a novel ﬁnding in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS). This study aimed to
analyze longitudinal dynamics of the retinal vasculature following an acute inﬂammatory relapse
including acute optic neuritis (ON) and to search for associations with alterations of the retinal
architecture and visual function.
Methods
This prospective longitudinal cohort study included patients with relapsing-remitting MS or
clinically isolated syndrome having an acute ON (n = 20) or a non-ON relapse (n = 33). Patients
underwent examinations at baseline and after 7, 14, 28, 90, and 180 days with OCT, OCT-A, and
assessment of the high- (HCVA) and low-contrast visual acuity (LCVA).
Results
Retinal vessel loss of the superﬁcial vascular complex (SVC) evolves early after ON and reaches
a plateau between 90 and 180 days (relative vessel loss 15% ± 8% [mean ± SD]). In addition, an
18% ± 18% intraindividual increase of the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) is evident within 180
days after acute ON. Both SVC thinning and FAZ enlargement were associated with worse
HCVA and LCVA. Rareﬁcation of the SVC evolved simultaneously to thinning of the common
ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer (GCIP) after ON. No alterations of the deep vascular
complex were seen in eyes with ON, and no alterations of the retinal vasculature were recognized in patients having acute non-ON relapses.
Discussion
Rareﬁcation of the SVC and growing of the FAZ evolve rapidly after ON and are linked to
persistent visual disability. ON-related SVC thinning might be closely linked to GCIP atrophy
and might occur due to an altered local metabolic activity within inner retinal layers.
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Glossary
CIS = clinically isolated syndrome; DVC = deep vascular complex; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; FAZ = foveal
avascular zone; GCIP = ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer; HCVA = high-contrast visual acuity; INL = inner nuclear layer;
LCVA = low-contrast visual acuity; MS = multiple sclerosis; OCT = optical coherence tomography; OCT-A = OCT
angiography; ON = optic neuritis; OPL + ONL = combined outer plexiform and outer nuclear layer; pRNFL = peripapillary
RNFL; RNFL = retinal nerve ﬁber layer; RRMS = relapsing-remitting MS; SVC = superﬁcial vascular complex.

Besides inﬂammatory and neurodegenerative changes within
the brain and spinal cord, patients with multiple sclerosis
(MS) commonly reveal alterations of the optic nerve and the
retina. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) allows highresolution visualization of retinal layers and is increasingly
applied to study the retinal pathology during the MS disease
course. Loss of retinal ganglion cells and atrophy of the retinal
nerve ﬁber layer (RNFL) are a common feature in patients
with MS,1 which may result from retrograde transaxonal
neurodegeneration,2 previous optic neuritis (ON),3 or subclinical optic neuropathy.4
OCT angiography (OCT-A) is a novel technique allowing
rapid, noninvasive, and high-resolution imaging of retinal blood
ﬂow most likely reﬂecting blood vessel structures. It acquires
consecutive scans at 1 location of the retina, and after removal
of stationary tissue signals, the remaining signal reﬂects the
area-intrinsic motion of corpuscular blood constituents in both
venous and arterial blood vessels.5 There is growing evidence
that patients with MS may also reveal changes in the retinal
vasculature. In this context, rareﬁcation of superﬁcial retinal
vessels has been reported in eyes with and without a history of
ON.6,7 The underlying mechanism, however, is not yet understood. It is a matter of debate whether ON-related retinal
vessel loss results primarily from direct local inﬂammatory
processes8 or whether it is a secondary phenomenon due to
metabolic changes and reduced oxygen demand after the decline of ganglion cells and axons.1
In the current study, we aim to describe longitudinal dynamics
of retinal vascular changes in patients with relapsing-remitting
MS (RRMS) and clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) having
an acute inﬂammatory relapse. We furthermore integrate alterations of the retinal vasculature into changes of the retinal
architecture and visual function to establish a hypothesis
about the underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms.

Methods
Study Design
In this prospective longitudinal cohort study, we recruited patients with RRMS or CIS aged 18–60 years from the Department of Neurology, Klinikum rechts der Isar at the
Technical University of Munich between 2019 and 2021. Patients were recruited by convenience sampling consecutively.
We applied the 2017 McDonald criteria9 for the deﬁnition of
RRMS or CIS. Inclusion criteria consisted of an acute suspected
2

demyelinating event and a maximum duration since the relapse onset of 30 days. Here, all patients revealed relapsecorresponding inﬂammatory T2 lesions during MRI of the brain
or spinal cord before study inclusion. We excluded patients with
substantial eye disease that may aﬀect the integrity of the retinal
architecture or vasculature (like macular degeneration, retinal
tumor, retinal detachment, vascular occlusions, and history of
eye surgery), refractory errors >6 diopters, an additional relapse
within 90 days before study enrollment, poor OCT-A quality
during baseline examination of any eye if the patient had acute
ON or poor OCT-A quality of both eyes if the patient had a
non-ON relapse. We furthermore excluded patients with poor
OCT-A quality in more than 50% of their OCT examinations.
Individual eyes with a history of ON in the past or poor OCT-A
quality were removed from the analysis.
At study enrollment (baseline), patients underwent retinal
OCT, OCT-A, physical examination with assessment of the
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) and visual testing
with recording of the high-contrast (HCVA) and low-contrast
visual acuity (LCVA). A detailed medical history, especially on
former ON history, was taken from all individuals. Relapse
duration was deﬁned as the time period between clinical onset
of relapse symptoms and baseline OCT-A measurement. We
tested for a history of an unilateral subclinical ON as proposed
previously,10 which was suspected by intereye diﬀerences of
both the peripapillary RNFL (pRNFL) and the common
ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer (GCIP) of more than 5
and 4 μm, respectively.10 After baseline examination, patients
underwent follow-up examinations at 7 ± 2 days (visit 1), 14 ± 2
days (visit 2), 28 ± 2 days (visit 3), 90 ± 7 days (visit 4), and 180
± 7 days (visit 5) after baseline with OCT and OCT-A analysis
and assessment of the HCVA and LCVA. We divided all patients into 2 groups depending on whether they had an acute
ON or a non-ON relapse. We followed STROBE guidelines for
reporting cohort studies.
Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations,
and Patient Consents
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the
Technical University of Munich School of Medicine and adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave
written informed consent.
Retinal Imaging
OCT and OCT-A examinations were acquired for both eyes of
each patient under low lighting conditions using a spectral-domain
OCT with angiography module (Heidelberg Engineering
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Spectralis OCT2) by 2 experienced technicians. Conventional
OCT images were acquired as described elsewhere11 and included
examination of the pRNFL (12° ring scan) and the macula (30° ×
25° macular scan). We checked all scans for suﬃcient quality
according to the OSCAR-IB criteria.12 Retinal segmentation was
performed automatically by an inbuilt software algorithm (Eye
Explorer, version 2.5.4.) and was manually corrected if necessary.
For OCT-A imaging, en face images and decorrelation signals
were recorded with a 15° × 15° angle and a lateral resolution of
5.7 μm/pixel, resulting in a 2.9 × 2.9 mm area focusing on the
fovea centralis. Full-spectrum amplitude decorrelation algorithm
was used for motion detection and image creation, and active eye
tracking was accomplished by TruTrack. Segmentation of the
macular area was performed automatically by the in-built software (version 2.5.4) into the superﬁcial vascular complex (SVC)
and the deep vascular complex (DVC). For analysis of retinal
vessel density measures of the SVC and DVC, we applied the
Erlangen Angio tool provided by the Department of Ophthalmology of the University Hospital of Erlangen-Nuremberg as
described elsewhere.13 In brief, pictures of the SVC and DVC
were exported, and a binary picture was generated in which
vessel pixel appeared white, and tissue pixel appeared black. The
center of the macula (fovea) was marked manually. We then
deﬁned the region of interest, which consisted of a circle around
the fovea between 0.8 mm and 2.9 mm eccentricity (area
6.1 mm2). The vessel density was calculated as the percentage of
white area (vessels) in the total region of interest area. Quantiﬁcation of the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) was calculated using a
self-customized MATLAB (MathWorks, vR2019b) algorithm,
which applied a similar approach as the Erlangen Angio tool. A
binary picture was generated, and the center of the picture
containing the fovea centralis was automatically evaluated. Here,
black pixels (tissue) that were exclusively surrounded by black
pixels within a radius of 10 pixels were summed up to the FAZ.
To ensure suﬃcient OCT-A image quality, we only included
examinations with a signal strength of Q ≥30 and correct segmentation. OCT-A recordings with apparent problems (for
example, retinal pathology), decentration of the imaging focus,
and major motion artifacts deﬁned as a motion artifact score14
>2 were excluded.15
Testing of Visual Function
Monocular visual acuity was measured at high (100%) and low
(2.5%) contrast using Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy
Study charts. Charts were placed in a retroilluminated cabinet
(Precision Vision) with 80 candelas per square meter in 2-m
distance. Visual acuity was tested with best refractive correction
according to the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. Visual acuity
was calculated from the smallest correctly read line as the
decimal value of the Snellen faction.
Statistical Analysis
We applied GraphPad Prism (version 9.2.0). To account for
intereye correlations, we used a paired-eye statistical approach.11 Mean values of both eyes were used as 1 data point
when both eyes were available and allocated to the same group
Neurology.org/NN

(ON, no ON). If 1 eye was excluded, values of the remaining
eye were used. We applied the Fisher exact test for contingency
analysis concerning sex, diagnosis, glucocorticoid therapy, occurrence of ON or relapse, and exclusion of OCT-A images.
Quantitative diﬀerences between 2 groups were calculated
using an unpaired t test if values were normally distributed and
a nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test if not. Diﬀerences between more than 2 groups were calculated by an ordinary 1-way
analysis of variance with Tukey multiple comparisons or a
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn multiple comparisons. To evaluate worsening of visual acuity in eyes with
ON, changes in HCVA and LCVA were referenced to the
measures of the respective fellow eye without ON at the same
time point. To test for diﬀerences in longitudinal trends in
vessel densities between eyes with and without ON, we applied
ﬁxed-eﬀects and random-eﬀects models with Šidák multiple
comparisons. Multiple linear regression models were used to
test the impact of OCT-A values on OCT measures, clinical
disease patterns, and visual acuity. We corrected all models for
the covariates age, sex, relapse duration, glucocorticoid therapy,
and time to glucocorticoid therapy if not otherwise stated and
provide the respective estimates (β value) as regression parameters. Values are provided as mean ± SD if normally distributed, otherwise as median (25%–75% interquartile range).
The statistical signiﬁcance threshold was p < 0.05.
Data Availability
Data are available on reasonable request. We will share raw
imaging OCT-A data in an anonymized way on request by any
qualiﬁed investigator. The data are not publicly available due
to privacy or ethical restrictions.

Results
Study Cohort and Visual Diagnostics
at Baseline
Ninety-one patients were enrolled into our study. Seventyseven patients completed follow-up examinations and were
considered for further analysis. Eight patients were excluded
due to poor OCT-A quality ratings in >50% of their examinations and 16 patients because of insuﬃcient OCT-A quality
during the baseline examination. Thus, we used 53 patients
for the ﬁnal analysis.
Fifty patients were diagnosed with RRMS and 3 with CIS.
Twenty patients (17 RRMS and 3 CIS) had acute ON. We did
not detect any unilateral subclinical ON. Disease durations were
very short in patients both with ON or non-ON relapses because this was the ﬁrst relapse in the majority of patients. Most
patients of both groups underwent glucocorticoid therapy
(Table 1). As expected, eyes having acute ON revealed thickening of the pRNFL and reduced HCVA and LCVA measures
at baseline. No diﬀerences were seen in volumes of the GCIP,
inner nuclear layer (INL), or the combined outer plexiform and
outer nuclear layer (OPL + ONL), and no vascular alterations
were recognized in eyes with or without ON during the acute
relapse (Table 2).
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Table 1 Study Population and Baseline Characteristics
ON relapse
(n = 20)

Non-ON relapse p
(n = 33)
Value

Diagnosis, n (%)

0.049

RRMS

17 (85)

33 (100)

CIS

3 (15)

0 (0)

Female, n (%)

15 (75)

23 (70)

0.76

Age, y

35 ± 10

33 ± 9

0.52

Disease duration, mo

0 (0–0)

0 (0–1.5)

0.43

Relapse duration, d

11 (6–16)

9 (5–17)

0.60

EDSS score

2.0 (1.0–3.0)

2.0 (2.0–2.5)

0.14

Glucocorticoid therapy, n (%)

19 (95)

30 (91)

0.66

Time from onset to
glucocorticoid therapy, d

5 (3–8)

7 (4–18)

0.34

Abbreviations: CIS = clinically isolated syndrome; EDSS = Expanded Disability
Status Scale; ON = optic neuritis; RRMS = relapsing-remitting multiple
sclerosis.
Relapse duration reflects days from symptom onset to first optical coherence tomography angiography measurement; Fisher exact test (diagnosis, sex, and glucocorticoid therapy); unpaired t test; statistical
significant p values (<0.05) are indicated in bold.

Dynamics of Retinal Vascular Loss After
Acute Relapse
As a ﬁrst step, we aimed to describe longitudinal dynamics of
retinal vessel rareﬁcation following acute ON. Here, a vessel
loss was recognized during the ﬁrst 90 days after baseline examination (Figure 1A). After this, SVC measures remained

stable between day 90 (23% ± 3%) and day 180 (22% ± 4%).
Compared with baseline, eyes having acute ON lost 4% ± 2%
points of vessel density after 180 days (relative loss of 15% ±
8%). No SVC vessel loss was recognized in the fellow eyes or in
eyes of patients having non-ON relapses (Figure 1A). There
was a by trend increase in SVC vessel densities from baseline to
day 7 in eyes from individuals with non-ON relapses (p = 0.18;
1-way analysis of variance). We did not see any alterations of
DVC vessel densities in eyes from any group (Figure 1B), and
there were no major diﬀerences in FAZ areas on the group level
between eyes with or without ON (Figure 1C). Because FAZ
measures may vary distinctly between individuals,16 intraindividual alterations of the FAZ size were analyzed separately as
a next step. Starting on day 30 after acute ON, a relative increase
of the FAZ compared with baseline was observed in eyes having
ON, but not in fellow eyes, leading to an intraindividual relative
FAZ growth of 18% ± 18% after 180 days (Figure 1D).
Dynamics of Retinal Injury After Acute Relapse
In line with the literature,3 ON episodes went along with
atrophy of the pRNFL and GCIP and worsened visual function. We recognized pRNFL swelling at baseline (Table 2)
compared with the fellow eye, which turned into pRNFL
atrophy at day 90 and day 180 (Figure 2A). A GCIP loss was
seen on day 14 and day 28 and reached a plateau as of day 90
after acute ON (Figure 2B). A by trend but nonsigniﬁcant
increase of the INL volumes was recognized in eyes having
ON (Figure 2C), and no alterations of the OPL + ONL were
recognized (Figure 2D). Impairment of high-contrast vision
improved mainly during the ﬁrst 28 days after acute ON and
reached pre-ON levels in the majority of eyes (Figure 2E). In
contrast, a slight improvement of low-contrast vision was

Table 2 Visual Diagnostics at Baseline
ON relapse

Non-ON relapse

NON eyes (n = 20)

ON eyes (n = 20)

NON eyes (n = 33)

ON eyes (n = 0)

p Value

pRNFL, μm

98 ± 12

112 ± 21

100 ± 11

NA

0.007a

GCIP, mm3

1.98 ± 0.16

1.94 ± 0.16

1.99 ± 0.17

NA

0.18

INL, mm3

0.96 ± 0.07

0.96 ± 0.07

0.98 ± 0.05

NA

0.36

OPL + ONL, mm3

2.56 ± 0.20

2.59 ± 0.23

2.54 ± 0.18

NA

0.71

SVC, % vessel density

26.4 ± 2.7

27.2 ± 2.7

25.8 ± 3.4

NA

0.50

DVC, % vessel density

25.3 ± 3.5

25.3 ± 2.0

25.7 ± 2.4

NA

0.33

FAZ, mm2

0.24 ± 0.10

0.25 ± 0.11

0.25 ± 0.10

NA

0.81

HCVA

1.0 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.3

0.9 ± 0.2

NA

<0.001b

LCVA

0.2 ± 0.1

0±0

0.3 ± 0.1

NA

<0.001c

Abbreviations: DVC = deep vascular complex; GCIP = ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer; HCVA = high-contrast visual acuity; INL = inner nuclear layer; LCVA
= low-contrast visual acuity; NA = not available; NON = no optic neuritis; OCT = optical coherence tomography; ON = optic neuritis; OPL + ONL = combined
outer plexiform and outer nuclear layer; pRNFL = peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer; SVC = superficial vascular complex.
pRNFL, common GCIP, INL, and OPL + ONL as measured by optical coherence tomography OCT; SVC and DVC as measured by OCT angiography; ordinary 1-way analysis of
variance with Tukey multiple comparisons or a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn multiple comparisons; statistical significant p values (<0.05) are indicated in bold.
a
pRNFL NON eyes (ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p = 0.01; pRNFL NON eyes (non-ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p = 0.01.
b
HCVA NON eyes (ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p < 0.0001; HCVA NON eyes (non-ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p < 0.0001.
c
LCVA NON eyes (ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p < 0.0001; LCVA NON eyes (non-ON relapse) vs ON eyes (ON relapse) p < 0.0001.
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Figure 1 Longitudinal Dynamics of the Retinal Vessel Measures After Acute Relapse

Temporal dynamics after acute relapse (x-axis,
days) of vessel densities of the superficial vascular
complex (SVC) (A), deep vascular complex (DVC)
(B), and the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) (C and D)
in patients having acute optic neuritis (ON) (ON
relapse, left panels) and relapses other than ON
(non-ON relapse, right panels). Symbols depict
mean values of single patient values with standard deviations at baseline (ON relapse n = 20,
non-ON relapse n = 33), visit 1 (ON relapse
n = 14, non-ON relapse n = 24), visit 2 (ON relapse n = 16, non-ON relapse n = 28), visit 3 (ON
relapse n = 15, non-ON relapse n = 24), visit 4
(ON relapse n = 17, non-ON relapse n = 29), and
visit 5 (ON relapse n = 19, non-ON relapse n =
29). Lines with clear circles depict ON eyes, lines
with black circles illustrate the respective fellow
eyes, and lines with gray circles display eyes of
individuals with a non-ON relapse. p Values indicate differences between both groups all over
the time course (fixed-effects model); *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001
compared with the other group within the respective time points (Šidák multiple comparisons).

recognized within the ﬁrst 28 days after acute ON, whereas
complete remission of the LCVA did not occur in most eyes
by day 180 after acute ON (Figure 2F).
Association of Retinal Vessel Loss, Retinal
Injury, and Visual Function
As a next step, we searched for associations between retinal
vessel loss, clinical characteristics, and alterations of the retinal
Neurology.org/NN

architecture. Applying multiple linear regression models, a
decline of the SVC on day 180 was associated with a loss of
ganglion cells (Figure 3A) and by trend with thinning of the
pRNFL (p = 0.07, β = 0.07, 95% CI −0.01 to 0.16) after acute
ON and greater residual impairment of the visual function, in
particular of the LCVA (Figure 3B). Similarly, an increase of
the FAZ was linked to GCIP loss (Figure 3C) and HCVA
impairment (Figure 3D) after 180 days. Moreover, we found
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Figure 2 Longitudinal Dynamics of the Retinal Architecture and Visual Function After Acute ON

Temporal dynamics after acute optic neuritis
(ON) (x-axis, days) of the peripapillary retinal
nerve fiber layer (pRNFL) (A), the common
ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer (GCIP)
(B), the inner nuclear layer (C), the combined
outer plexiform and outer nuclear layer (OPL +
ONL) (D), the high-contrast visual acuity (HCVA)
(E), and low-contrast visual acuity (LCVA) (F) in
patients having acute ON. Symbols depict
mean values of eyes having ON (ON eye) and
the healthy fellow eye (fellow eye) with standard deviations at baseline (n = 20), visit 1 (n =
14), visit 2 (n = 16), visit 3 (n = 15), visit 4 (n = 17),
and visit 5 (n = 19); p values indicate differences
between both groups all over the time course
(fixed-effects model); *p < 0.05, and ***p <
0.001 compared with the other group within
the respective time points (Šidák multiple
comparisons).

an association of GCIP loss with impairment of both HCVA
(p = 0.002, β = 0.49, 95% CI 0.20–0.78) and LCVA (p =
0.048, β = 0.49, 95% CI 0.01–1.40). When additionally controlling for GCIP atrophy, an increase of the FAZ remained
robustly linked to HCVA impairment (p = 0.007, β = 0.11,
95% CI 0.04–0.19), whereas the association of SVC thinning
and LCVA impairment got lost (p = 0.12, β = 8.3, 95% CI −2.7
to 19.4). When analyzing relative changes compared with the
respective baseline measures, longitudinal SVC vessel and
GCIP loss following acute ON revealed very congruent dynamics (Figure 3E). For both parameters SVC and FAZ, no
association was found with age, sex, disease duration, EDSS,
time to glucocorticoid therapy, INL, or OPL + ONL values
(data not shown).

Discussion
Our study describes longitudinal dynamics of macular
retinal vessel loss following ON in patients with RRMS
6

and CIS. Our data indicate a close relation of retinal vessel
loss, the decline of ganglion cells, and worsening of the
visual function. Based on this, we established the hypothesis that an ON-related decrease in retinal perfusion
might be the immediate result of an atrophy of ganglion
cells and their axons, potentially due to an altered local
metabolic activity.
During the last years, the OCT-A technique has been applied
by several groups6,17-19 and us7,15 to study alterations of retinal
vasculature in patients with MS. Here, superﬁcial vessel loss
with thinning of the SVC has been shown to be a consistent
ﬁnding in patients with RRMS and a history of ON of more
than 3 months before OCT-A analysis.6,7,17-19 In a recent crosssectional study intereye diﬀerences of SVC measures between
fellow eyes with and without an ON history were evident in
patients with a time lag of more than 3–12 months (by trend)
and more than 12 months to the last ON.17 Our study is—in
principle—in line with these ﬁndings, whereas we could detect
SVC loss already 14 and 28 days after ON, which might be due
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Figure 3 Association of the Retinal Vasculature With Visual Function and Retinal Atrophy

(A) Association of changes of the superficial vascular complex (SVC) and changes of the common
ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer (GCIP) between baseline and day 180 in 19 eyes of 19 patients having acute optic neuritis (ON). (B)
Association of changes of the SVC between baseline and day 180 and impairment of the low-contrast visual acuity (LCVA) compared with the fellow
eye at day 180 in 19 eyes of 19 patients having ON.
(C) Association of foveal avascular zone (FAZ) enlargement and changes of the GCIP between
baseline and day 180 in 19 eyes of 19 patients
having acute ON. (D) Association of FAZ enlargement between baseline and day 180 and impairment of the high-contrast visual acuity (HCVA)
compared with the fellow eye at day 180 in 19 eyes
of 19 patients having ON. (E) Relative change
compared with baseline measures of SVC and
GCIP measures in eyes having ON (ON eye, n = 19)
and the respective healthy fellow eye (fellow eye,
n = 19). (A–D) Multiple linear regression models
adjusted for age, sex, relapse duration, glucocorticoid therapy, and time to glucocorticoid therapy.
(E) Fixed-effects model.

to an increased sensitivity of a prospective longitudinal study
design.

deep retinal vessels might be rather not aﬀected during and
after ON.

Data on alterations of the DVC in eyes with an ON history are
conﬂicting. Both DVC loss,7,20 DVC thickening,19 and comparable DVC measures to non-ON eyes6,18 have been described by diﬀerent groups using diﬀerent OCT-A devices.
Here, vessel measures may vary greatly and cannot be transferred interchangeably between OCT-A devices.21 In the
present study, we did not see any clear longitudinal alteration
of the DVC in eyes with or without past ON, suggesting that

Enlargement of the FAZ is evident in the eyes of patients with
MS irrespective of an ON history compared with healthy
people, whereas on the group level, no diﬀerences have been
recognized in ON and fellow eyes in recently published crosssectional analyses.15,22 With the same result on cross-sectional
comparison, we could detect an intraindividual longitudinal
growth of the FAZ following acute ON. Here, given the large
variability of individual FAZ measures,16 the sensitivity of

Neurology.org/NN
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cross-sectional studies might be too low to detect discrete
intraindividual alterations of the FAZ. The signiﬁcance of
FAZ enlargement during RRMS is unclear. In patients with
neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders, growths of the FAZ
might go along with damage of astrocytes and might indicate
subclinical and relapse-independent inﬂammatory disease
activity.15 In patients with RRMS and acute ON, FAZ enlargement might reﬂect worsening of the visual function,
whereas its integration into the pathophysiologic concept of
MS remains to be determined.
As already shown in other OCT studies,6,17 visual function
recovered during the ﬁrst month after ON. In our study,
HCVA improved within the ﬁrst weeks, whereas LCVA recovery took several months and still remained incomplete 6
months after ON in the majority of patients. Superﬁcial retinal
vessel loss and enlargement of the FAZ were associated with
impairment of the visual function 6 months after ON. These
ﬁndings suggest that OCT-A might be a diagnostic tool to
evaluate retinal injury, recovery, and visual impairment after
acute ON.
So far, the underlying mechanisms of SVC loss after ON are
unclear. We recognized a loss of ganglion cells and optic nerve
axons following acute ON. In line with the literature,3,23,24
both ganglion cell and axonal loss occurred within the ﬁrst 3
months after ON reaching a plateau afterward. ON-related
axonal loss was partly masked by axonal swelling during the
ﬁrst 3 months. As shown above, the decline of superﬁcial
retinal vessels occurred simultaneously to the atrophy of
ganglion cells and their axons, suggesting that both processes
might be closely pathophysiologically linked. In the current
anatomical concept and supported by OCT-A based studies,25 the approximately 80-μm-thick SVC is supplied by the
central retinal artery and encompasses the whole RNFL and
GCIP. It appears possible that an atrophy of both neuronal
and axonal structures after ON results in a reduced metabolic
activity and lower oxygen demand within the RNFL and
GCIP. As an immediate result, a lower local layer perfusion as
detected by OCT-A and subsequent regression of vessels
surrounding these impaired layers, namely the SVC but not
the DVC, might evolve.
On the contrary, a primary pathology of retinal vessels inducing secondary atrophy of inner retinal layers appears less
likely. Given the fact that up to 11% of patients with MS show
signs of retinal periphlebitis at autopsy,8 it was speculated that
ON-related rareﬁcation of the superﬁcial retinal vessels might
be due to a primary inﬂammatory process aﬀecting retinal
vessels. The current study argues against this hypothesis. It is
known that disturbance of the retinal perfusion and reduced
oxygen supply leads to a subsequent but delayed atrophy of
inner retinal layers. OCT-based longitudinal studies on patients having acute retinal artery branch occlusion revealed
loss of both RNFL and GCIP between 3 and 12 months after
the initial event.26 In the current study, we did not see any
time gap between SVC perfusion decline and ganglion cell
8

atrophy, and both measures reached a plateau phase after 3
months, which would be unusual for a primary vascular event.
In addition, inﬂammatory diseases aﬀecting the retinal vasculature like Behçet disease27 or retinal vasculitis28 mostly
reveal thinning of both the SVC and DVC and might go along
with thickening of all inner retinal layers in the acute phase.
Here, we did neither recognize thinning of the DVC nor
thickening of the inner retinal layers except the pRNFL.
Based on the simultaneous occurrence of GCIP reduction and
vessel loss, however, it cannot be excluded that both features
are secondary phenomena to the same inﬂammatory detrimental trigger or appear both gradually after an acute inﬂammatory injury of both retinal vessels and tissue. In this
scenario, however, sparing of the DVC would be unusual. The
DVC is fed by anastomoses of the SVC and supplies the inner
nuclear and outer plexiform layer.25 Therefore, it appears
unplausible that an inﬂammatory process aﬀecting both the
GCIP and SVC would not impair the integrity and change the
size of the DVC.
Our study has several limitations. First, we had a rather high
portion of patients that were excluded due to OCT-A quality
reasons (26% of patients). OCT-A is a novel technique, and
examinations are technically challenging compared with
conventional OCT, particularly in eyes with visual impairment. All examinations were conducted by 2 experienced and
well-trained technicians, and we applied a strict and rigorous
approach for OCT-A quality control to ensure reliable OCTA follow-up measures. Here, widely accepted OCT-A quality
criteria are missing to date. Second, OCT-A measures are
device speciﬁc and cannot be transferred interchangeably.21
We cannot exclude a device-speciﬁc eﬀect on our results and
conclusions, and further studies using diﬀerent OCT-A machines are needed to reproduce our ﬁndings. However, all
patients were measured with the same device, and moreover,
the data of the current study reproducing known aspects of
transformation after ON are in line with ﬁndings from other
groups and devices. Third, there are methodological issues of
the used technique that conﬁne the interpretability of the
presented ﬁndings. Although OCT-A is an accepted tool to
analyze the retinal vasculature and retinal vessel pathology, it
only provides information about retinal perfusion patterns,
but not on vessel morphology and vessel integrity. For example, an automatic and robust diﬀerentiation of retinal vessel
structures into veins and arteries is not possible at the moment. The vessel density measures generated by OCT-A in
this study cannot ensure irreversibility. Moreover, the currently used OCT-A technique makes it diﬃcult to clearly
distinguish whether a decrease in retinal vessel density is a
matter of true loss of vessel branches, a constriction, or
shrinking of vessel structures. This is also due to the fact that
3-dimensional OCT-A raw data are consolidated into a
2-dimensional OCT-A picture. However, animal studies have
addressed this question in the past and suggest that mainly the
size of capillaries decreases after optic nerve injury, whereas
their number remains unaltered.29 Here, advances in both
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hardware and software solutions are needed to address this
feature in the future.
In conclusion, this study shows that rareﬁcation of the superﬁcial
retinal vasculature occurs within the ﬁrst 90 days after acute ON
and evolves simultaneously to the atrophy of ganglion cells. This
process is possibly caused by an altered metabolic activity within
the inner retinal layer, suggesting that ON-related SVC thinning
might be an immediate secondary phenomenon after GCIP
atrophy. Further studies are needed to integrate retinal vessel
pathology into the pathophysiologic concept of MS.
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